1978 lebaron

From the early s through the middle s, Chrysler used the LeBaron name taken from a
coachbuilder eventually consumed by the car company, much as Fleetwood and Ghia were
absorbed by GM and Ford , respectively on high-end Imperial models. While you'll find the
occasional Diplomat these days, the LeBaron has become all but extinct. Here's a crash-victim
'78 in a Denver car graveyard. Plenty of times, I'll find discarded cars of this era that seem to
have moldered outside for decade after neglected decade , but this one drove to its final crash.
That means that the cubic-inch 5. The base engine in the LeBaron was a horse Slant-6 , so at
least this car had the upgrade. Gallery: The best selling car ever, of every automaker Autocar.
This one has the standard "Cortez" cloth-and-vinyl bench seat , but not the optional power
windows or door locks. This one has stickers for Run-D. I'm pretty sure the car was not being
driven by the original purchaser when it crashed. Believe it or not, this car was available with a
four-on-the-floor manual transmission and a V8 engine. Were any sold that way? I wouldn't bet
on it. This advertisement may have resulted in some cannibalization of Cordoba sales, though
the Pontiac Grand Prix stood as the primary rival for the '78 LeBaron coupe. Please see our
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enable JavaScript in your browser. I would love to have been a fly on the wall of the original
selling dealership that had to bend their brains around the fact that some blue-haired customer
wanted their LeBaron outfitted with a manual transmission. Factor in the crank windows and
this thing is practically a factory lightweight! You could make the argument this LeBaron
combines the best of everything: the luxury box is checked with that funkalicious interior; the
style box is checked with those factory alloy wheels and removable roof panels; and obviously,
the sporting box is checked with that V8 and manual combo. But it absolutely is a fascinating
footnote of the personal luxury coupe era. The surroundings that this LeBaron occupies are
indeed odd, given the seller specializes in new Acura sales. However, it seems like selling
muscular Mopars is a side business of his, and he claims all the major systems are functioning
as intended on this oddly-equipped land yacht. That band around the steering column is a
hiding something besides the horn button. Squeezing the wheel at that point would make the
horn sound. These quickly started failing in the hot south west corner of America, often during
the warranty period! The wheels and shifter are both stock. There appears to be an aftermarket
red air horn in front of the radiator, probably activated by that button. That is one butt ugly
shifter from the factory.. A Mopar, top of the line luxury car and a butt ugly shifter.. What were
you thinking? That is the type of shifters they used with the 3-speed with overdrive trans.
Probably not a REAL 4-speed. Maybe the purchaser was looking for gas mileage. I thought it
was really cool until I saw the 35k. But the 35k is insane. When I was a teenager in the 70s I
knew a man in his 70s who refused to buy a car with power windows or an automatic
transmission. He blamed the tranny instead of the in his Lincoln for his gas mileage. He finally
got what he wanted with a Granada ESS. Maybe this was bought new by his kin. Ugly car, well
kept, rare option, interesting. The days of being able to build a car just the way you want seem
to be over. Great to see this! It was a three-speed with overdrive fourth for easy cruising and
better fuel mileage. I remember in finding a stick shift Cadillac hearse in a junkyard out in the
Dakotas, it had been totaled in the rear, and I so wanted to buy the entire stick shift out of it, as I
had a Cadillac ElDorado and would have loved to do the conversion! But the junkyard was 2,
miles from home. I loved to pass other cars at about 65 MPH, shifting from second overdrive, to
third gear! The person that posted this car on ebay has a sense of humor. He is apparently as

amused by this POS as we are. I doubt the reserve is very high and definitely not 35k. Same
shifter I had in a 76 Duster Slant Six, 4 speed car back in the early 80s. Maybe this was a cash
for clunkers trade-in that somehow escaped the crusher. Either the drivers seat is sunburnt or
the dye has worn away. Must have had 3. Proof positive, at that time, you could get a 4 speed in
just about anything. I too have seen that shifter before. Pretty standard Chrysler feature. This
car is kind of an oxymoron. Think of the fun. I had a 76 Cutlass with a 5 speed, v8. A real sled,
only seen one more like it. But like all rust belt cars, the frame rotted, RIP. Great find! I
remember well what a POS the lean burn system was. It was an attempt to computerize the
metering rods in the carb while trying to control engine ignition timing. They always ran to lean
no matter what you tried, rough idle and boggy on ecceleration. I remember seeing lots of lean
burn systems scrapped in favor of more conventional carbs and distrutors. GM tried it to on
there Rochester carbs and it was just as bad. I still have a Qjet sitting on a shelf in my garage
with the electronic metering rods just to remind of what a POS they were. As for the body lines
of these Mopars I have always liked them. This is a car that I would buy but some mods would
have to be made and that ugly yellow would have to go. It was really pretty blue color with a
white vinyl landau top. They kept it for like ten years till it rusted away but it was really nothing
special. This one is extra ugly but would be a great sleeper with that in it. It ONLY controlled the
ignition timing and had a spec-calibrated carburetor to match. AND it worked pretty well for the
first couple of years. Problem was, like many new technologies, few people understood it. Many
of the first few years of Lean Burns had NO need for a catalytic converter to meet fed emissions
standards! The OD-4speed manual was another earlier advance. A three-speed manual trans
with an added internal OD gear. A light-duty transmission, for sure. I have a late model
Mercedes C with a six-speed stick. Given that this car was built on the old Belvedere chassis, a
standard transmission is not that unusual. Now it it were a Hemiâ€¦â€¦. My second car was a 78
Sedan and to this day it was still one of the most comfortable cars I ever had. The LeBaron of
that style is basically a Dodge Aspen and know new from factory could buy that 4 spd OD as
had a 77 with it â€¦Super Six 2 brl carb and appx 2. Highway officer claimed the cruiser was last
speed tested at MPH and on floor was not gaining on me till I slowed down.. Overall was a fun
car but never said I had good taste in cars. The wheels are indeed factoryâ€¦I had them on my
old 78 Cordoba. It was also a no air or radio car. Steering wheel in it and some cop car hub caps
and left the rest alone. Some aâ€”hole bought and later derbied it. The 35k in the eBay was is a
joke. Or a marketing ploy. Probably a pretty good ploy given the amount of traffic it has
generated. Ohhhhh boy. So, this was kicking around on CL about a year an a half ago by a
private seller. I know cos I thought about checking it out for the oddity of it having a stick shift
and T-Tops. Good luck Crack Smoker. I see a few have said this, but to reiterate please read the
sellers ad. I give kudos for them not passing this oddball up like so many probably have. I also
tip my hat off to the creative and attention getting pricing that has so many up in arms and
talking about this Chrysler! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
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